THE LIFE AND TIMES
The morrow after Twelf day, Mr. Charles Seymour and Sir William
button of Tokenham (a most parkely ground, and a Romncy-place) Baronet,
mett with their packs of Hounds at the Greyweathers. These Domes looke
as if they were Sow'n with great Stones, very thicke ; and in a dusky evening
they looke like a flock of Sheep : from whence it takes its name. One might
fancy it to have hen the Scene where the Giants fought with stones against the
Gods. 'Twas here that our Game began : and the Chase led us (at length]
through the Village of Aubury, into the Closes there : where I was wonder-
fully surprised at the sight of those vast stones, <?/ which I had never heard
before ; as also at the mighty Banke and graffe (ditch) about it. I observed
in the Inclosures some segments of rude rimes, made with these stones> whence
I concluded, they had been in old time complete. I left my Company a while,
entertaining myself with a more delightfull indagation: and then (steered
by the cry of the Hounds} overtooke the company, and went with them to Kynnet,
where was a good Hunting dinner provided. Our Repast was cheerfull; which)
being ended) w remounted^ and beate over the Domes with our Grey-hounds.
In this Afternoon's diversion I happened to see Wensditch and an old Camp,
and two or three sepulchres. The evening put a period to our sport, he con-
cluded, and we returned to the 'Castle at Maryborough, where we were nobly
entertained.
Aubrey was rightly proud of his discovery, for Avebury had been
completely ignored before. It is very strange, he thought, that so
eminent an Antiquitie should lye so long^ unregarded by our Chorographers.
And if Aubrey had not come upon it thus, by chance, it is possible
that it would have gone unregarded for ever, for the villagers were
even then engaged in breaking up the stones to build new houses.
One month later, with the execution of King Charles and the
setting up of the Commonwealth, the break with the past was com-
pleted. And by a strange chance, in that very year, the modern world
was born. For the idea of progress, a conception which differentiates
modern civilisation from everything that has preceded it, appeared
quite suddenly, and mankind, abandoning its idea of a static world,
was to become increasingly familiar with the idea of development
and gradual change. Till about the jeare 1649, Aubrey says, when
Experimental Philosophy was first cultivated by a Club at Oxford, 'twas
held a strange presumption for a Man to attempt an Innovation in 'Learnings ;
and not to be good manners, to be more knowing than his Neighbours and
Forefathers; even to attempt an improvement in Husbandry (though it
succeeded with profit} was loofed upon with an ill Eie. Their Neighbours did
scorne to follow it, though not to doe it, was to their own Detriment. 'Twas
held a Sin to make a Scrutinie into the Waies of Nature; Whereas it is
certainly a profound part of Religon to glorify God in his Workes : and to
take no notice at all of what is doyly offered before our Eyes is grosse Stupidity.
The overwhelming importance of this change of attitude cannot
be exaggerated, for this freeing of the mind was to cause a violent
bound forward in every branch of thought. In those times> to have had
an tmentim and enquiring Witt, was accounted Affectation, Aubrey concludes,
which censure the famous Dr. William Harvey could not escape for his admirable
Discoveryoj'the Circulation of the B/ood.
But it was not only the mind of England which had changed •
the very face of the country altered as the mighty forests that had
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